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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: 

Price with discount: 

Salesprice with discount: 

Sales price: 

Sales price without tax: 

Discount: 

Tax amount: 

Ask a question about this product  

Manufacturer: TP-LINK  

 

Description 

Spotlight:  

54Mbps wireless connectivity brings flexible placement

Bi-directional audio allows users to listen and talk remotely

MSN View, making the once daunting task of setting up a camera´s remote viewing function as simple as chatting online

MPEG-4/MJPEG dual streams for simultaneous remote recording and local surveillance

Product Description:   

The TL-SC3130G surveillance camera is a versatile solution for your home and office monitoring, whose 54Mbps wireless connectivity enables you to deploy the camera where inaccessible previously by Ethernet connection such as ceiling and walls.

 

This camera can be placed in your living room, office, or anywhere else you would like to keep an eye on things. After a hassle-free installation, you can view and control the camera from a Web browser, bundled software, or compatible cell phone.

 

Meanwhile, to provide users with the Easiest-to-Use IP camera, especially for those who lack the technical expertise, TP-LINK launches the MSN View function on our IP camera. Now through the world´s most popular chatting tool MSN, you can watch your camera´s real time video right through an MSN window.

 

Besides basic monitoring tools such as motion detection and E-mail alerts which is motion triggered sending an alert when the camera detects movement, advanced features of high availability are also added, such as 2-way audio, dual streaming, and 3GPP compatibility, even the error detection tool “Ping Watch Dog”, making TL-SC3130G an excellent indoor surveillance solution.
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 Product Features:   

54Mbps wireless connectivity brings flexible placement

2-way audio allows users to listen to & talk to remotely

MPEG-4/MJPEG dual streams for simultaneous remote recording and local surveillance

MSN View, making the once daunting task of setting up a camera´s remote viewing function as simple as chatting online

3GPP compatibility enables live video surveillance from 3G phones

1/4  inch progressive scan CMOS sensor produces clear and crisp images, even in low light environments

Bundled management software accommodates up to 16 cameras at the same time

SSLv3/HTTPS encryption protects your privacy from malicious intrusion

Embedded Watchdog function automatically restarts the IP camera when errors are detected

Motion triggered e-mail alerts to keep you updated on the situation on the ground

Frame rate at 30fps in VGA resolution for smooth video
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